
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Seeing in the spirit 

 

The more we mediate and act upon the word of God, the more we start to see the spiritual realm that 
is super (above) the natural realm. In Proverbs 4;18 it says it this way “The path of the righteous is 
like the morning sun, shining ever brighter till the full light of day” In the contrary in Proverbs 4;19 it 
says “But the way of the wicked is like deep darkness; they do not know what makes them stumble” 
This inner eye has become blind since the fall from dominion through the first man in Garden Eden 
(Resort). Matthew 13;13 “This is why I speak to them in parables: "Though seeing, they do not see; 
though hearing, they do not hear or understand”. From the moment we are born from above we can 
see the kingdom of God the first time again John 3;3 “Jesus replied, "I tell you the truth, unless you 
are born again, you cannot see the Kingdom of God." But like new born babies have to train their 
eyes to see, so we as born again spirits need to grow-up and train our spiritual senses. At birth an 
infant can detect light and motion, then can make out faces and large shapes. By the end of the first 
month, a baby can make eye contact and focus on objects about 12 inches away. By the time a baby is 
3 to 4 months old, he can distinguish between colors and focus on smaller objects up to 3 feet away 
and watch activity around him. The process goes on until the age of 5 where a formal vision screening 
can reveal the real vision. Recently we drove by a man I had never seen before, but in my spirit I 
recognised this man immediately. My wife who knew the man confirmed my seeing. There is also a 
seeing available for those who invested in a renewed mind (soul) where we can perceive and 
interpret the spiritual realm. For example when elder Al from Lake Country church asked to join his 
monthly prayer walks it was on Canada Day originally called “Dominion Day”. Remember Lake 
Country Church is the church where the Lord supernaturally confirmed the revelation that kingdom is 
dominion. Since we have this prayer walks together we can perceive certain things the Lord is doing.  
For example at our 5th time (5 is the number of grace and empowerment) we entered the “dark” (no 
lights turned on) church and bumped into someone who almost died in a heart attack likely having 5 
stems in his heart at that time. There was grace upon this man and we were empowered to command 
healing. We were 5 in total that time. At the 6th time (6 is the number of man) everybody was too lazy 
to show-up for prayer walks and had their excuses. At the 7th time (7 is the number of completion) it 
was so cold that Al wanted to go inside the church. It was the first time we had gone upstairs to 
prayer over the children rooms. Looking back we are pretty confident that we had walked only 7 
times around the church building. And unless we become like little children will never be able to arise 
and complete our kingdom assignment. At the 8th time (8 is the number of new beginnings) Al was 
surprised because indeed he was facing a career change. The 12th time will be Dominion Day! We are 
to invest and practise seeing in the spirit and mental realm! We are to desire higher spiritual gifts! 
 

 
 
 

 

 


